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Abstract In this study, we present a statistical analysis of equatorial plasma irregularities (EPIs) by
using in situ plasma density measurements of the Swarm constellation from December 2013 to December
2019. The occurrence patterns for both postsunset and postmidnight EPIs with respect to longitude, season,
local time, latitude, solar activity, and geomagnetic activity level are investigated. The main findings are
as follows: (1) The postsunset/postmidnight EPIs occurrence rates exhibit different longitudinal and
seasonal dependence: The postsunset EPIs have the maximum occurrence rate over the American-Atlantic
sectors during the December solstice and equinoxes, and the postmidnight EPIs have the maximum
occurrence rate during the June solstice, especially over the African sector. (2) The postsunset EPIs
occurrence rates have a positive correlation with solar activity, while the postmidnight EPIs are negatively
correlated with it. (3) The latitudinal distribution of EPIs exhibits a double-peak structure around ±5◦

magnetic latitude with a more significant peak in the summer hemisphere. (4) The EPIs occurrence rate
increases with increasing geomagnetic activity level. (5) The main controlling factors for the distribution of
postsunset EPIs are the magnetic declination angle, equatorial vertical E × B drift, and thermospheric
zonal wind. For the postmidnight EPIs, the main controlling factors are likely to be atmospheric gravity
waves and equatorward thermospheric meridional wind associated with midnight temperature maximum.

1. Introduction
Equatorial plasma irregularities (EPIs) refer to irregular plasma density structures over the equatorial and
low-latitude ionosphere, which can adversely affect the performance of navigation and communication
systems and thus have been extensively investigated for decades. EPIs associated with equatorial plasma
bubbles are generated by the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability in the bottomside ionosphere, and they can
penetrate vertically through the topside ionosphere, extend to higher altitudes, and map to higher latitudes
along the magnetic field lines (Fejer et al., 1999; Kelley et al., 1976; Ott, 1978; Tsunoda, 1980; Tsunoda et al.,
1982). The morphology and evolution processes of EPIs have been widely studied by using multi-instrument
measurements. For example, density irregularities are seen as airglow emission depletions in optical obser-
vations of ground-based all-sky imagers or space-based ultraviolet imagers (Aa et al., 2020; Comberiate
& Paxton, 2010; Kelley et al., 2003; Kil, Heelis, et al., 2009; Makela & Kelley, 2003; Martinis et al., 2015),
plume-like structures in radar backscatter measurements (Jin et al., 2018; Li et al., 2013; Woodman & La Hoz,
1976; Yokoyama & Fukao, 2006), range-type equatorial spread-F (ESF) echoes on ionograms (Abdu et al.,
2003; Li et al., 2018), in situ plasma density depletions detected by Low-Earth Orbiting (LEO) satellite obser-
vations (Aa et al., 2018; Basu et al., 2001; Cherniak et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2007, 2012; Xiong et al., 2010,
2018; Zakharenkova et al., 2016), and total electron content (TEC) depletions derived from Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS) measurements (Aa et al., 2019; Blanch et al., 2018; Cherniak & Zakharenkova,
2016; Ma & Maruyama, 2006; Katamzi-Joseph et al., 2017). Moreover, numerical models have also been used
to study the triggering mechanisms of EPIs (e.g., Aveiro et al., 2012; Carter et al., 2016; Huba & Joyce, 2007;
Huba et al., 2008; Krall et al., 2011; Retterer & Gentile, 2009; Yokoyama et al., 2014).

Statistical studies have been conducted to understand the occurrence probability of EPIs as a function of
local time, latitude, longitude, season, solar cycle, and geomagnetic variation. Much has been done by using
long-term continuous observations, such as ground-based GNSS receivers and space-based radio occulta-
tion measurements (Carter et al., 2013; Nishioka et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2018), measurements of retarding
potential analyzer onboard Atmosphere Explorer-E (AE-E) satellite (Kil & Heelis, 1998), plasma density
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detected by ion sensor onboard the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) (Burke, Gentile, et al.,
2004; Burke, Huang, et al., 2004; Gentile et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2002), observations of the Ion Trap sen-
sor onboard FORMASAT-1 satellite (Su et al., 2006, 2008; Kil, Paxton, et al., 2009), measurements of the Ion
Velocity Meter (IVM) or Planar Langmuir Probe onboard the Communications/Navigation Outage Forecast-
ing System (C/NOFS) satellite (Huang et al., 2014; Retterer & Roddy, 2014; Smith & Heelis, 2017; Yizengaw
et al., 2013), flux-gate magnetometer measurements onboard CHAMP satellite (Lühr et al., 2014; Stolle et al.,
2006), and electric field instrument (EFI) measurements onboard Swarm constellation (Rodríguez-Zuluaga
et al., 2017; Wan et al., 2018; Xiong et al., 2016, 2018; Zakharenkova et al., 2016).

Although significant progress has been achieved through these statistical studies, characterization of the
global temporal/spatial distribution of EPIs is still a challenging problem. Some important issues still need
further investigation, including the following: (1) What are the differences and similarities of postsunset
and postmidnight EPI occurrence rate and their major controlling factors? Many studies have found that the
postsunset EPIs have higher occurrence rate in the Atlantic-African sectors and lower occurrence rate in the
Indian-Pacific sectors and maximum occurrence rate is usually observed in the equinoxes and minimum
occurrence rate is usually observed between May and August (e.g., Burke, Gentile, et al., 2004; Burke, Huang,
et al., 2004; Huang et al., 2001, 2002; Gentile et al., 2006). These longitudinal and seasonal results were also
confirmed by some other studies among which the conclusion is drawn by merging the evening and morning
EPIs as a whole (e.g., Kil, Paxton, et al., 2009; Lühr et al., 2014; Stolle et al., 2006; Su et al., 2006, 2008).
However, the formation mechanism of the postmidnight EPIs is still under debate, and only few statistical
studies have been conducted to investigate the spatial and temporal distribution of postmidnight EPIs (Wan
et al., 2018; Yizengaw et al., 2013). Both Yizengaw et al. (2013) and Wan et al. (2018) found that strong
occurrence peak of postmidnight EPIs exists during June solstice predominantly in the African sector, which
is quite different from the postsunset results. Thus, it is necessary to further study the differences/similarities
of postsunset and postmidnight EPIs and investigate the possible factors that control their longitudinal and
seasonal distribution. (2) How to interpret the seemingly conflicting observations of solar dependence on
EPI occurrence rate? Some prior studies indicated that EPIs are more often detected during solar maximum
and less during solar minimum (e.g., Carter et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2002; Stolle et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2018),
while some other studies showed that the postmidnight EPIs have higher occurrence rate during low solar
activity period (Makela & Miller, 2011; Smith & Heelis, 2017) and the African sector has larger occurrence
rate and higher correlation with F10.7 than other sectors during solar minimum (Dao et al., 2011; Nishioka
et al., 2008; Yizengaw et al., 2013). Thus, the role of solar activity in the occurrence of EPIs remains an open
question and needs to be further studied.

Recently, Wan et al. (2018) conducted an interesting quiet time climatological study on the occurrence and
amplitude of equatorial plasma depletions by using the Swarm constellation in situ electron density from
2013 to 2017. They found that the highest occurrence rate and the largest amplitudes of equatorial plasma
depletions are rarely related with each other, and the occurrence rate of postmidnight is generally reduced
compared to premidnight ones at most longitudes except for the African sector. In this study, we extended
the work of Wan et al. (2018) to investigate in depth the statistical behavior of the occurrence rate of both
postsunset and postmidnight EPIs as well as their dependence on solar and geomagnetic activity levels. The
results were also derived from the Swarm in situ Ne measurements but covering a longer time period from
December 2013 to December 2019, which basically covers the declining phase of Solar Cycle 24 with a full
range of solar and geomagnetic activity levels. We specified the diurnal, seasonal, longitudinal, and latitu-
dinal distribution patterns of both postsunset and postmidnight EPIs and discussed their similar/different
driven mechanisms correspondingly based on the identified pattern. We also examined the solar and geo-
magnetic activity dependences of EPIs. We sought answers for the above-mentioned questions and achieved
further insights into the spatial/temporal variability of EPIs. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
The data set and the processing method will be briefly introduced in section 2. The statistical results of EPIs
will be given in section 3. The discussions and conclusions will be presented in sections 4 and 5, respectively.

2. Data and Method
The Swarm constellation consists of three satellites, which were launched into an approximately circular
near-polar orbit (∼88◦) on 22 November 2013. Swarm A and Swarm C fly side by side at an altitude of
440–460 km, separated by about 1.4◦ in longitude. The third satellite, Swarm B, orbits the Earth at about
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Figure 1. Example of EPIs measured by Swarm A satellite on 8 September 2017. (a) The global map with an orbit of Swarm A being superposed, (b) the
corresponding Ne profile as a function of latitude in log scale, (c) high-pass filtered Ne, and (d) rectified residuals. (e–h) The same as (a)–(d) but for another
orbit with no EPIs being detected. The detected EPIs are marked with asterisk. EPIs = equatorial plasma irregularities.

520 km with a higher inclination. This provides an opportunity to make a comparative analysis of iono-
spheric irregularities by using similar Ne measurements from identical instruments at different altitudi-
nal/longitudinal sectors. Swarm has comprehensive payload elements: vector field magnetometer, absolute
scalar magnetometer, electric field instrument, accelerometer, laser range reflector, and GPS receiver. One
of the most relevant instruments onboard is the electric field instrument (EFI) that is capable of measur-
ing the plasma density with a time resolution of 2 Hz, which affords an excellent opportunity to study the
variability and distribution of plasma irregularities.

Different algorithms have been used for extracting the EPI events from the Ne measurements, and we use
a similar method to that described by Xiong et al. (2016), Stolle et al. (2006), Wan et al. (2018), and refer-
ences therein. First, the continuous time series of Ne profiles, after quality control flags were applied, were
divided into orbital segments of equatorial crossing within a range of ±40◦ geomagnetic latitude. Then the
log electron density of each orbital segment was high-pass filtered with a cutoff period of 40 s that corre-
sponds to an along-track spatial scale of ∼300 km. Subsequently, the filtered residual was rectified. Residual
values exceeding a threshold were identified as the EPIs events. Since there is no generally accepted value
of the threshold, after estimating the level of quiet time Ne variations and considering the previous refer-
ences (e.g., Kil, Paxton, et al., 2009; Su et al., 2006; Xiong et al., 2016), the value of 0.3 was used in the
current study as the threshold to identify irregularities. Besides, after implementing a sensitivity analysis,
we found that a 30% fluctuation in the current threshold level will only lead to 5–7% variation in the sta-
tistical results; thus, the characteristics of EPIs could be obtained using this threshold. To illustrate the
above-mentioned algorithm, Figure 1 shows an example of plasma irregularities measured by Swarm A on
8 September 2017. Figures 1a and 1b present satellite orbit and the corresponding latitudinal profile of the
plasma density, respectively. Figures 1c and 1d display the high-pass filtered Ne and the rectified residuals,
respectively. The rectified peak values, if larger than the threshold, were considered as significant EPI events
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Figure 2. Global distribution of EPIs amplitudes during (a) postsunset and (b) postmidnight period. Global distribution of EPIs occurrence rate during
(c) postsunset and (d) postmidnight period. The geomagnetic equator is also plotted. EPIs = equatorial plasma irregularities.

(marked with an asterisk). The right panels (Figures 1e–1h) show an example of orbit with no considerable
plasma irregularities being detected.

3. Statistical Results
3.1. Longitudinal and Seasonal Distribution
With more than 20,000 EPI events identified using the approach described above, the global distribution of
these events and their associated amplitudes are shown in the form of colored scatter points during post-
sunset (18–24 LT, Figure 2a) and postmidnight (0–6 LT, Figure 2b) period, respectively. Figures 2c and 2d
display the gridded distribution of the occurrence rates for those two periods with a spatial resolution of
2◦ × 2◦ in geographic coordinates. The occurrence rate is defined as the ratio of the number of the detected
EPI events to the number of satellite crossings in each postsunset/postmidnight bin. It can be seen that most
of the plasma irregularities are confined to within 30◦ of the geomagnetic equator. Moreover, in the postsun-
set sector, the distribution of irregularities has a much higher density and occurrence rate over the African,
Atlantic, and South American sectors in longitudes between −60◦ and 30◦, while relatively fewer irregular-
ities are located over the Asian sector. In the postmidnight sector, the Atlantic and African sectors still have
higher occurrence rates; however, the Asian and Pacific sectors have more EPIs events than the postsunset
case, and the amplitude of irregularities can be substantial (i.e., 2 orders of magnitudes change) over these
sectors. This implies that the highest occurrence rate does not always coincide with the largest depletion
amplitude, which is similar to the results in Wan et al. (2018).

To further specify the seasonal variation of the plasma irregularities, Figure 3 shows the global distribution
and the longitudinal distribution of the occurrence rate of EPIs for all seasons, the December solstice, the
March/September equinoxes, and the June solstice. The gridded occurrence rates shown in Figures 3a, 3c,
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Figure 3. The gridded and longitudinal distribution of the EPI occurrence rate for all seasons (a and b), the December solstice (c and d), the spring/autumn
equinoxes (e and f), and the June solstice (g and h). The thick white curve represents the geomagnetic equator. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

3e, and 3g were calculated as the ratio of the detected EPI numbers to the satellite crossing counts in each bin.
The 1-D occurrence rate shown in Figures 3b, 3d, 3f, and 3h is calculated as the ratio of the number of orbits
in which EPIs were detected divided to the total number of orbits in each longitudinal band. The all-season
result of Figure 3a exhibits that the occurrence rate has much higher values over the African-Atlantic-South
American regions, which has a similar longitudinal and latitudinal distribution pattern with those indi-
cated in Figure 2. However, there are distinct variations in the distribution pattern of different seasons.
Near the December solstice, the density irregularity is more frequently detected over the South American
sector (60–30◦W) with the occurrence rate ranging from 40–80%. For the March/September equinoxes, the
longitudinal preference of EPIs extends to the Atlantic and west African sectors (45◦W to 15◦E), while the
occurrence rate over these region reduces to 30–50%. As for the June solstice, the distribution is relatively
even with broader longitude coverage, and the peak of occurrence rate shifts to the African sector.

Figures 4a and 4b show the seasonal-longitudinal distribution of the occurrence rate of EPIs during post-
sunset and postmidnight periods, respectively. The resolution is 10◦ in longitude and half a month in time,
and the occurrence rate is normalized by the number of satellite crossings as shown in Figures 4c and 4d.
For the postsunset period, the monthly occurrence pattern shows larger values near the two equinoxes: one
in February–March and another one in October–November. In both season there is a clear longitudinal pref-
erence for the Atlantic-American sector. Moreover, the postsunset occurrence rate of EPIs was lower during
the periods of May–September; the irregularity signature is severely suppressed in the Atlantic-American
sector but mainly confined within the African and Pacific regions, which is consistent with those indicated
in Stolle et al. (2006). On the other hand, during the postmidnight period, the distribution pattern exhibits
the opposite feature: The region of high occurrence rate shifts longitudinally from the Atlantic to the African
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Figure 4. Seasonal-longitudinal distribution of the EPI occurrence rate (a and b) and the Swarm crossing counts (c and d) during the postsunset and
postmidnight periods, respectively. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

sector around June solstice and to the Pacific sector around the December solstice, while the occurrence
rate around the equinoxes is substantially reduced. One thing worth noting is that the Swarm constellation
does not have equal coverage of all spatial-temporal bins. For example, the postsunset period has less data
availability around May/August and more availability around February, June, and November. The situation
for the postmidnight is similar but shifted by a couple of months. This could make the above-mentioned
statistical results have different uncertainty variations. Thus, the error bars showing possible biases due to
the uneven data coverage are introduced here, which can be calculated as follows:

𝜎 =
√

𝑓 × (1 − 𝑓 )
N − 1

, (1)

where 𝜎 is the uncertainty, f is the occurrence rate, and N is the total number of satellite pass for each
given bin.

Figure 5 shows the monthly variation of the occurrence rate of EPIs during the postsunset and postmidnight
periods for four different longitudinal sectors: America-Atlantic (100–20◦W) (Figures 5a and 5b), Africa
(20◦W to 60◦E) (Figures 5c and 5d), Asia (60–140◦E) (Figures 5e and 5f), and Pacific (140◦E to 100◦W)
(Figures 5g and 5h). The bin size is half a month, and the distribution pattern has a clear seasonal prefer-
ence: the postsunset EPIs are often observed during equinoxes, while the postmidnight EPIs mainly occur
around solstices. From the spatial perspective, the longitudinal difference can be viewed more clearly. In
the American-Atlantic sectors, the occurrence rate during the December solstice and equinoxes is reduced
from postsunset (30–40%) to postmidnight (5–15%), while a considerable enhancement can be observed
during the June solstice from postsunset (∼5%) to postmidnight (15–20%). In the African sector, the situa-
tion is slightly different: The postsunset EPIs have a lower occurrence level (10–20%) and two minor peaks
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Figure 5. Monthly distribution of the EPI occurrence rate of equatorial plasma irregularities for four different longitudinal sectors during the postsunset and
postmidnight periods, respectively. The bin size is half a month. The error bars are also marked. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

near equinoxes. While the postmidnight EPIs have the most significant occurrence rate around the North-
ern Hemisphere summer solstice (20–35%) compared with the other longitudinal sectors. In the Asian and
Pacific sectors, the general occurrence rate of postsunset EPIs is low, but the occurrence rate of the postmid-
night EPIs exhibits a considerable enhancement during the June solstice for the Asian longitudes, and also
during the December solstice at the Pacific longitudes.

3.2. local Time and Latitudinal Variation
Figure 6 shows the longitudinal-local time distribution of the occurrence rate of EPIs for different seasons
with a resolution of 10◦ in longitude and 1 hr in local time. The occurrence rate is calculated as the ratio of
the detected EPI numbers to the satellite crossing counts in each bin. Figure 7 further displays the occur-
rence rate variations as a function of local time at four different longitudinal sectors with error bars reflecting
the uncertainty. In both Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that EPI is basically a nighttime phenomenon with
a significant occurrence rate peak around 20–21 LT during the December solstice and the equinoxes. The
postsunset prereversal enhancement (PRE) of an eastward electric field is one of the most important gen-
eration mechanisms of plasma irregularities (Eccles et al., 2015), which can increase the equatorial upward
drift velocity and provide a favorable condition for the R-T instability to develop. Thus, the occurrence rate
of EPI usually reaches a peak after sunset. However, during the June solstice, the EPIs are more frequently
observed in the postmidnight sector, especially over the African longitudes, with a maximum occurrence
rate around 03–04 LT reaching 25–30%. This phenomenon is consistent with previous studies (e.g., Dao
et al., 2011; Yizengaw et al., 2013), though the mechanisms for generating the postmidnight EPI peak are
still unknown and widely debated. We will further discuss this topic in the discussion section.
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Figure 6. Longitudinal-local time distribution of the EPI occurrence rate (a, c, and e) and the Swarm crossing counts (b, d, and f) during the December solstice,
equinoxes, and the June solstices. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

In addition to the local time variations, it is also important to investigate the latitudinal dependence of the
occurrence rate of EPIs. Considering the characteristics of EPIs are influenced by both the geomagnetic field
configuration and the spinning of the Earth, we here adopted the coordinated system of magnetic latitude
(MLAT) and magnetic local time (MLT) to do the analysis. Figures 8a–8c show the MLAT-MLT distribution
of the occurrence rate of EPIs for different seasons with a resolution of 2◦ in magnetic latitude and 1 hr in
magnetic local time. Moreover, the corresponding latitudinal variation for postsunset (Figures 8d–8f) and
postmidnight (Figures 8g–8i) sectors are displayed. The latitudinal distribution exhibits a double-peak struc-
ture that can be fitted roughly by a bimodal distribution curve. The occurrence peaks are centered in two
latitudinal bands north and south of the equator that is located approximately at ±5◦, which is similar with
previous studies (Stolle et al., 2006; Xiong et al., 2010, 2012). One thing worth noting is that the northern
peak is slightly higher than the southern peak during the June solstice and equinoxes in both local times,
while the situation is reversed during the December solstice. It is known that the trans-equatorial wind
may cause a decrease in the local conductivity on the upwind side (summer hemisphere) where the layer is
raised and cause an increase in the local conductivity on the downwind side (winter hemisphere) where the
layer is lowered. The latter effect is typically stronger than the former one due to the height-dependent ion
composition, so there is a net increase in the total field-line integrated conductivity (Abdu, 2019; Huba &
Krall, 2013; Maruyama, 1988). As a result, the nonlinear growth rate of the R-T instability will be suppressed
in both hemispheres mainly due to the enhanced winter hemisphere conductivity. Moreover, in the win-
ter hemisphere of high conductivity, polarization electric fields in the F region with smaller scales may be
shorted out (Huang, 2016; Pudovkin, 1974), so that the instabilities for density irregularities near the bubble
boundaries may be suppressed. This might contribute to the slightly lower occurrence rate of the irregulari-
ties in the winter hemisphere. More future work needs to be performed to further the understanding on this
subtle asymmetry.
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Figure 7. Local time variation of the EPI occurrence rate for four different longitudinal sectors during the December solstice (a, d, g, and j), equinoxes (b, e, h,
and k), and the June solstice (c, f, i, and l). The error bars are also marked. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

3.3. Dependence on Solar and Geomagnetic Activity
The Swarm measurements used in the current study start from December 2013, close to the solar maximum
of Solar Cycle 24, and continue to the deep solar minimum in December 2019. In order to present solar-cycle
and solar activity dependence of EPIs, Figures 9a and 9b show the multiyear longitudinal-monthly distri-
bution of the EPI occurrence rate in the postsunset and postmidnight sectors with a resolution of 10◦ in
longitude and 1 month. The middle panels show the Swarm data coverage for each longitudinal-monthly
bin. It can be seen that the crossing counts exhibit specific systematic pattern with a period of around
4 months, which is due to that the Swarm satellites need ∼120 days to get full coverage of 24-hr local
time (Lühr et al., 2016). The seasonal and longitudinal variation of the occurrence rate is very simi-
lar with the global morphology shown in Figure 4: The postsunset EPIs have occurrence peak over the
Atlantic-American sectors during the December solstice and equinoxes, while the postmidnight EPIs are
most often observed in the African sector during the June solstice and in the Pacific sector during December
solstice.

However, the solar activity dependence of the EPI occurrence rate in these two sectors exhibits opposite
trends. As can be seen in Figures 9e and 9f, the postsunset EPIs have larger occurrence rate around solar max-
imum and gradually decrease with decreasing solar activity, but the occurrence rate of postmidnight EPIs
exhibit a generally increasing trend with decreasing solar activity. Considering that the monthly data distri-
bution is uneven due to the above-mentioned issue of local time coverage, this preliminary result of solar
dependence needs to be further verified in a wider temporal window. Thus, Figures 10a and 10b show the
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Figure 8. (a–c) Magnetic latitude and magnetic local time distribution of the EPI occurrence rate during the December solstice, equinoxes, and the June
solstice, respectively. (d–i) Latitudinal variation of the EPI occurrence rate during the postsunset and postmidnight periods, respectively. EPI = equatorial
plasma irregularity.

scatter plots of triannual (4-month) averaged F10.7 index versus EPI occurrence rate in the postsunset and
postmidnight sectors, respectively. The postsunset EPIs and F10.7 index exhibit a positive correlation, with
the coefficient equals to 0.83; the postmidnight comparison shows a negative correlation, and the coefficient
equals to −0.74. This opposite solar activity dependence will be further discussed in the next section.

To specify the geomagnetic activity dependence of the EPI occurrence rate, Figures 10c and 10d show the
binned postsunset/postmidnight EPI occurrence rates as a function of the Kp value during both low solar
activity (F10.7< 100) and moderate to high solar activity (F10.7≥ 100) levels, respectively. Both results show
a similar developing trend. During the quiet geomagnetic time (Kp = 0–3), there is no consistent variation
pattern for the occurrence rates. During active geomagnetic interval (Kp > 3), the occurrence rate exhibits
slightly increasing trends with respect to the increasing Kp values, which might suggest that the conditions
favorable to the growth of plasma irregularities are enhanced during high geomagnetic activity. However,
the error bars are also increasing due to low data availability among high Kp intervals. This geomagnetic
dependence is similar with those indicated in Stolle et al. (2006) and Huang et al. (2001). A comparison of
low solar activity and high solar activity results also indicated that the postsunset and postmidnight EPI
occurrence rate has opposite solar dependence.

4. Discussion
First of all, several studies have indicated that the smaller the angle between the equatorial magnetic field
lines and the dusk terminator, the larger the EPI occurrence rate should be expected, because similar sunset
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Figure 9. Multiyear longitudinal-monthly distribution of the EPI occurrence rate (top panels), the Swarm crossing counts (middle panels), and the monthly
variation of the occurrence rate (bottom panels) during 2013–2019 for the postsunset and postmidnight periods. The temporal variation of daily F10.7 index is
also plotted. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

conditions can be met at the same time in the conjugate hemispheres and the flux tube-integrated con-
ductance affecting the R-T instability growth rate is lower (e.g., Basu & Basu, 1985; Burke, Gentile, et al.,
2004; Burke, Huang, et al., 2004; Otsuka, 2018; Tsunoda, 1985). At the South American and Atlantic lon-
gitudes, conditions for the minimum angle occur around February–March and October–November. This
explains the more significant occurrence rates over these longitudinal sectors during the December solstice
and equinoxes seasons as demonstrated in Figure 3. Moreover, the asymmetrical seasonal distribution seen
during the December and the June solstice can also be explained by the interhemispheric winds that prop-
agate from the summer hemisphere to the winter hemisphere (Burke, Gentile, et al., 2004; Burke, Huang,
et al., 2004). The R-T instability growth rate will be suppressed by the interhemispheric winds as stated in the
previous section, which can result in a higher occurrence rate of plasma irregularities over the longitudes
where the magnetic equator is located in the summer hemisphere, that is, the African and Asian sectors in
June–August and the East Pacific and American sector in December–February.

Second, there is a significant postsunset/postmidnight distribution asymmetry as shown in Figure 4: The
postsunset EPIs are often observed over the Atlantic-American sectors during the December solstice and
equinoxes, while the postmidnight EPIs have a large occurrence peak around the June solstice, especially in
the African sector. Besides the above-mentioned declination angle and interhemispheric meridional wind
effects, the longitudinal feature of postsunset EPI is also related to the equatorial vertical plasma drift that
influenced by the geomagnetic field morphology. The South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) area has the weakest
geomagnetic field strength comparing with an idealized dipole field, and the Earth's inner radiation belt
also dips down to the height of the ionospheric F region (Abdu et al., 2005). The R-T growth rate in the post-
sunset sector is strongly dependent on the vertical component of equatorial plasma drift that is expressed as
Vp = E × B∕B2, where E is the zonal component of the electric field at the magnetic equator (Sultan, 1996).
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Figure 10. Scatter plots of the 4-month average F10.7 index versus the EPI occurrence rate during the (a) postsunset and (b) postmidnight periods; the EPI
occurrence rate as a function of Kp index during the (c) postsunset and (d) postmidnight periods. The blue and red bars represent low solar activity
(F10.7 < 100) and moderate to high solar activity (F10.7 ≥ 100) situations, respectively. The bin of 0–1 includes the data with Kp equal to 0 and 1−, and the bin
of 1–2 include the data with Kp equal to 1, 1+, 2−, and so on. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity.

Thus, assuming the postsunset zonal electric field is independent of longitude, the upward drift term in the
growth rate calculation of R-T instability is favored in regions of low magnetic field intensity, especially in
the area around the SAA (Burke, Gentile, et al., 2004; Burke, Huang, et al., 2004). Although the actual vari-
ation of the upward plasma drift is more complicated, many statistical studies have found that the observed
climatological pattern of EPIs is closely correlated with the longitudinal and seasonal variations of Vp
(e.g., Carter et al., 2013; Kil, Paxton, et al., 2009; Su et al., 2008; Yizengaw et al., 2014). Moreover, the eastward
thermospheric wind, combined with shear flow, is another important factor in controlling the occurrence
of postsunset EPIs. Kudeki et al. (2007) indicated that the vertical Pedersen currents induced by eastward
wind are able to polarize the initial density perturbation into an unstable mode to trigger plasma bubbles.
Liu et al. (2016) found that the thermospheric zonal wind is strongest around equinoxes and weakest around
June solstice, which agrees perfectly to the seasonal patterns of postsunset EPIs. Thus, the longitudinal and
seasonal distribution of postsunset EPIs is mainly controlled by equatorial vertical drift and thermospheric
zonal wind.

The formation mechanisms of the postmidnight EPIs are still widely debated, which can be mainly
attributed to either the continuation of EPIs generated in the premidnight hours (Bhattacharyya et al., 2001;
Li et al., 2011), or irregularities freshly generated there owing to local plasma instabilities (Huang et al.,
2010; Yizengaw et al., 2013). The above-mentioned seasonal and longitudinal anomaly of the postmidnight
EPIs could be generated by more than one factors considering the growth rate of R-T instability depends
on various external driving forces, such as neutral wind, electric and magnetic field, and background iono-
spheric features, such as flux-integrated Pedersen conductivity and upward density gradient (Abdu, 2001).
Some studies found that the seasonal pattern of the F layer altitude exhibit a noticeable midnight uplift,
especially around the June solstice due to the equatorward meridional neutral winds that are associated with
midnight temperature maximum (e.g., Nicolls et al., 2006; Nishioka et al., 2012; Yokoyama et al., 2011). The
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Figure 11. (a and b) Monthly variation of the postsunset/postmidnight EPI occurrence rate derived from C/NOFS in situ ion density during 2008–2015. The
temporal variation of daily F10.7 index is also plotted. The gap in data during 2013 is the period when the satellite was placed into safe mode. (c and d) Scatter
plots of the 4-month average F10.7 index versus the EPI occurrence rate. EPI = equatorial plasma irregularity. C/NOFS = Communications/Navigation Outage
Forecasting System.

uplift of the F layer will cause a decrease in the ion-neutral collision frequency and thus increase the growth
rate of the R-T instability. Furthermore, some other studies proposed that the localized gravity waves due to
tropospheric convective activity near the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) could seed the bottomside
irregularity to trigger the equatorial plasma bubbles, which might play a role in controlling the longitudinal
dependence of EPIs since the convective process is more active over continental landmasses (especially for
the African sector) than over the oceans (Yizengaw et al., 2013; Yizengaw & Groves, 2018). Recently, Liu et al.
(2017) conducted a systematic survey of medium-scale atmospheric gravity waves. They found that there are
stronger perturbations over continents than over oceans and the gravity wave activities maximize around
June solstice and minimize around equinoxes. These gravity wave features highly resemble those of post-
midnight EPIs indicated in our study. These points could possibly explain why the postmidnight EPIs are
more often observed during the June solstice and over the African sector, though more extensive evidence
is still needed.

Last but not least, the role of solar and geomagnetic activities in the EPI occurrence rate needs to be fur-
ther specified. Many previous studies have seemingly conflicting results of the solar activity dependence as
we described in section 1. In the current study, opposite solar activity dependencies were discovered for the
postsunset and postmidnight EPIs. In order to further validate this opposite solar cycle dependence, we here
also used the in situ ion density data from the Ion Velocity Meter onboard the Communications/Navigation
Outage Forecasting System (C/NOFS) from August 2008 to November 2015 to conduct a similar solar depen-
dence study. C/NOFS has a low Earth orbit with a 13◦ inclination, a perigee near 400 km, and an apogee
near 850 km. The same algorithm specified in section 2 is applied to C/NOFS in situ ion density with a time
cadence of 1 Hz. Figure 11 shows the solar cycle dependence of EPIs by using C/NOFS data, which has the
same feature with those of Swarm result that the postsunset EPI is positively correlated with the F10.7 index
and the postmidnight EPI is negatively correlated with F10.7 index. So the contradictory results could be
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depending on whether the majority of the EPI events in their database is in the postsunset or postmidnight
sector. However, a new question is also raised: Why the postmidnight EPIs exhibit a different solar activity
dependence pattern? Otsuka (2018) analyzed the g∕𝜈in term in the linear growth rate of the R-T instability,
where g is the gravity acceleration and 𝜈in is the ion-neutral collision frequency. This term is larger during
the nighttime than the daytime and increases with decreasing solar activity since the collision frequency 𝜈in
is proportional to the neutral density, which is lower during the nighttime and also during solar minimum.
Furthermore, Liu et al. (2017) indicated that gravity wave activities are stronger at low solar flux levels, which
agrees well with that of postmidnight EPIs. These points could possibly explain the anticorrelation between
the postmidnight EPIs and F10.7, though a more quantitative calculation is still needed to confirm whether
these effects are significant enough. As for the geomagnetic activity dependence, the occurrence rate is col-
lectively influenced by the existence and interaction of prompt penetration electric field, disturbance wind
dynamo electric field, and shielding electric field. EPIs can be enhanced or suppressed for individual storm
cases over different local time sectors, but a net effect shown by Figure 10d is that the occurrence rates are
enhanced during high geomagnetic activity period, although the error bars are considerably increased for
higher Kp intervals. The geomagnetic activity can impact the EPIs immediately in the case of penetrating
electric fields or with a specific time delay in the case of disturbance dynamo. Typically, the largest Kp occurs
during the main phase of a storm, and the disturbance dynamo has not fully developed yet, so EPIs tend to
have a higher occurrence rate. During moderate Kp, such as 4–6, this is usually a mixture of main and recov-
ery phases, so the electrodynamics are not very clear. Thus, the role of geomagnetic activity in influencing
EPIs occurrence rate distribution is still an open question and needs to use numerical models to make a
further study in the future.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a statistical study of the EPI occurrence rates in the ionospheric F layer by using
6 years in situ plasma density measurements from the Swarm constellation. The occurrence patterns in
terms of longitude, season, local time, latitude, solar activity, and geomagnetic activity levels are analyzed.
The major controlling factors of the spatial-temporal distribution of the postsunset and postmidnight EPIs
are also discussed. The main findings and results are summarized as follows:

1. The statistical results from the Swarm and C/NOFS collectively support the feature that postsunset and
postmidnight EPI occurrence rates have opposite dependencies on solar activity. The former is positively
correlated with the F10.7 index, while the latter is negatively correlated with it.

2. The postsunset and postmidnight EPIs have asymmetric occurrence distribution. The postsunset EPIs
have more significant occurrence rates during the December solstice and equinoxes with a clear longi-
tudinal preference for the Atlantic-American sector. On the other hand, the postmidnight EPIs are more
prominent than the postsunset ones during the June solstice with the strongest occurrence peak occur-
ring over the African sector, while the Pacific sector exhibits a considerable postmidnight occurrence
enhancement during the December solstice. The occurrence rate around equinoxes within this local time
sector is substantially reduced. The main controlling factors for the distribution of postsunset EPIs are the
magnetic declination effect, equatorial vertical E × B drift, and thermospheric zonal wind. For the post-
midnight EPIs, the main controlling factors are likely to be atmospheric gravity waves and equatorward
thermospheric wind associated with midnight temperature maximum.

3. The latitudinal distribution of EPIs exhibits a double-peak structure, with the maximum occurrence rates
located around±5◦ magnetic latitude. The Northern Hemisphere peak is slightly higher than the Southern
Hemisphere peak during the June solstice and equinoxes, while the situation is reversed during the June
solstice. This hemispheric asymmetry might be attributed to the effects of trans-equatorial thermospheric
wind.

4. Most of the EPIs are constrained within 30◦ away from the magnetic equator, and their spatial distribu-
tion has a noticeable longitudinal preference. The density irregularity is more frequently detected over the
South American sector in the December solstice with the occurrence rate ranging from 40–80%. The longi-
tudinal preference of EPIs extends to the Atlantic and African sectors in the March/September equinoxes,
while the occurrence rate over these regions reduces to 20–50%. As for the June solstice, the distribu-
tion is relatively even with broader longitude coverage, and the peak of occurrence rate shifts to the
African sector.
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5. The local time distribution of EPIs also exhibits asymmetric patterns over different season/longitudes.
During the December solstice and equinoxes, the occurrence rate has peak value in the evening sector
around 20–21 LT and becomes much lower after midnight except for the Pacific sector. During the
June solstice, the EPI occurrence rate often slowly increases after sunset and reaches a peak value after
midnight around 03–04 LT.

6. The general level of EPI occurrence rate increases with respect to the increasing geomagnetic activity
level, although the corresponding error bars also increase.
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